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Exact Road Geometry Output Program for 
Retroreflective Road Sign Performance 

KENNETH D. UDING 

The angle used for the laboratory testing of retroreflective sign 
sheeting that are set forth in specification are well defined and 
are well 1mder tood in the laboratory te t setting. Not well known 
is exactly what values of these angular parameters, especially 
observation angle, occur for actual signs on the roadway. The 
mathematic for a complete vector structure incorporating the 
location data for headlamp driver's eye, the sign, and the 
vehicle-to- ign (road) distance ha been set up, These input de
fine all locations exactly; there are no a. sumpt.ions. The mathe
matics has been incorporated into a computer program , ERGO 
( xact Road Geometry Output) , which computes the exact angle 
:it which the ign is actually een by approaching drivers. The 
observation angle for actual ignli is shown to be two separate 
va.lues-one for each headlamp- and not simply the eye height 
over the headlamps. Eye setback is also shown to be a critical 
factor under some conditions. The ERGO data demonstrare that 
ob ervation angle is a direct function of road distance: as road 
distance becomes I s , ob ervation angle become greater. Spe
cific observation angles correspond to specific road distance . 
Graphs of the observation and entrance angle correlates are given 
for STOP and near-road ide signs overhead guide signs , and 
signs al a large offset from the road edge. The effect of different 
ize vehicles on ob ervation angle i shown. The relationship of 

time to observation angle is demonstrated: as the approaching 
driver observes a sign at observation angles greater than 0.5 de
gree, these angle are traversed in fractions of a second. Both 
the ERGO program and ii 111atJ1ematical basis will be made 
available to others so 1lun ii can be applied to other experimental 
and theoretical data to better correlate laboratory test value. and 
actual road performance of retroreflective material. 

Road signs at night require ·ome minimum level of luminance 
in order to be seen effectively and in time by an approaching 
driver who i dependent on reading such signs for certain 
essential information. Retro reflective sheeting is used on road 
traffic signs as a means to provide this luminance in the ab-
ence of internal or external illumination. pecification for 

minimum reflectivity values in laboratory tests of thi heeting 
have the ultimate objective of providing the required l vel of 
effective performance (i.e. , luminance) (or such sign at the 
distances and for the time that the driver requires. The effi
ciency of retroreflective sheeting is specified by setting re
flective efficiency (coefficient of retroreflection) values (R") 
fo( certain laboratory test points determined by designating 
values for those angular parameter that have been carefully 
defined for laboratory test (1 ; ASTM Standard E808-91 · 
AASHTO Standard Method of Te t T257-86). The angular 
parameters that are recognized as the primary determinants 
of reflective efficiency and are set forth in every specification 
are observation angle and entrance angle. These angular pa-
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rameters must be carefully determined and accurately set up 
in the laboratory to ensure accurate and valid measurements 
of the reflectivity (a we!I a to achieve correlation between 
laboratories). An R"·va1ue as ociated with a certain reflective 
sheeting has meaning only in the context of the pair of these 
angular value at which it i measured: one exact observation 
angle and one exact entrance angle. (The " one entrance an
gle" may be defined by the two angular coordinat s B 1 and 
8 2 , which, taken together define a single entrance angle con
dition.) These angles ar well defined and well understood 
for laboratory test purposes. What is not well under tood is 
what the actual observation and entrance angles are 1hat occur 
on the roadway in specific sign iruations. How are these 
angles detem1ined for actual road signs een by the driver of 
a vehicle? How do these angles change as the vehicle ap
proaches the sign? What angular values are important to a 
driver approaching a particular sign? How are these values 
different for drivers of different types of vehicles? 

In a recently publi hed National Cooperative Highway Re
search Program (NCH.RP) Report (2), it was pointed out that 
the federal standard {then FP- 5) does provide minimum spe
cific intensity per unit area (SIA) (RA) tandard for new 
material. These standards, however, were developed by sheeting 
manufacturers a purchase pecification , not ba ed on driv
ers' need . Therefore in order to et a new tandard for 
sheeting based on the driver's actual minimum visibility re
quirements, the report stated: 

The FHWA project on 'Minimum Visibility Requirements for 
Traffic Comrol Devices,' is to determine the minimum visibility 
distances for signs and markings. Ba ed on these minimum vi -
ibility requirement , ii wilJ be possible 10 determine the retro
reflectivity necessary to make a sign or marking visible al a given 
distance. 

A parallel effort is under way by the European Committtee 
for Coordinatfon of Standards CEN to develop a standard 
based on the luminance requirement for reacting actual road 
signs. This effort is equally dependent on accurate values.for 
the observation and entrance angles at which tho e signs are 
actually seen by drivers if it is to arrive at specification values 
that correlate with the actual performance a planned. 

A method is needed that can readily provide accurate ob
servation and entrance angle correlates for given sign situa
tion and at different viewing distance: . These mea urement 
parameters can then easily be included in study data and 
considered in arriving at conclusion relating reflectivity level · 
and other variables. Although some researchers may be com
puting these values accurately, the basis of such values is never 
certain and almost never is it adequately described. 
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Thus computational error or the dimensional basis cannot 
be determined or verified. A search of the literature r veals 
no data n any such method general ly avai lable to accurately 
determine these angular values. There does not appear to be 
any detailed cornpilatio·n of these values for actual road sign 
location and viewing cli tances. 

onsequently the computer program · RGO (Exact Roacl 
Geometry Output) ha been developed to determine rhe exact 
observation· and entrance angle correlates that actually occur 
for signs and tTaffic ontJ'OI devices at different locations and 
distances a well as values for severa l other angular param
eters of retroreflectivity. ERGO is available a t n charge to 
qualified personnel interested in the use or study of retro
reflective sheeting. Its structure and formula are available 
for analysis and proof. ll can be used as a comm n reference 
for other experimental data . 

The data obtained with ERGO are discussed in this paper. 
Summaries in the form of graphs of the ob ervation and en
trance angle correlates for ome typical signs are shown. These 
' appl ications" of ERGO data illustrate how the data can be 
useful in tudying how the atigular parameters change in real 
ro.ad sign iruation . In turn this may be essential in the 
determination f valid measurement values for minimum lev
els of retroreflectivity . Given a suf(icient range of retrore
flcctivity data, the pr grnm rbay be u ed to accurately com
pare the efficiency of different retroreflective materfaJs for 
particular applications. 

ERGO OPERATION 

To calculate the exact road geometry, a simple mathematical 
vector structure was created together with the formulas to 
compute all angles precisely and accurately. The computer 
program was written to accommodate all dimensions in the 
three coordinate planes that prescribe the locations of the 
different element ancl in turn , the retroreflective geometry 
of a specific road sign ituation. The program then computes 
the defoied angle determined by tho e input . {The complete 
mathematical analysis of the vector structure and the deri
vations of the defined angles by D. Couzin are available on 
request from the author.) 

ERGO ea ily determines exact, not approximate , retro· 
reflective geometry for any set of input data desired. Each 
set of correlates generated by this program is specific to the 
one corresponding set of input dimensions that exactly locate 
the eye, headlamps, and sign relative to each other. The val
ues are absolute; the only subjectivity is in the selection of 
the input dimensions, or range of dimensions , to represent 
any generic designation such as typical STOP sign, large-offset 
guide sign, tandard car, and so forth. 

The parameters of location for car headlamp , driver's eye 
and sign location that are inputs for ERGO Ar P. i-1 follows (all 
in!1ut rtlnipnc;:innrc: ~r~ i:"!!t~!~d !!'! !n_!~!"u ~!", :~ ~:: :.ii~~rii~ti·y-~ 

menu choice, a version is available in which all inputs are in 
feet): 

ROAD DISTANCE to Sign: 
IGN: Offset from Road Edge: 

Height above Roadway: 
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VEHICLE DIMENSIONS 
(STANDARD CAR): 

Separation between headlamp~ 
Headlamp heigbt over roadway 
Eye height over headlamp. 
Eye etback behind headlamps 
Eye displacemenr left of vehicle 

centerline 

Meters Feet 

1.042 3.42 
.661 2.17 
.466 1.53 

2.057 6.75 
.330 1.08 

Dimension were measured for a wide variety of vehicles in 
many models. Th dimcn ·ions above are the mean of a rel
atively narrow range of data for compact aod mid-size car 
and tbus well repre ent the universe of uch cars. These mean 
value· have been dubbed the "standard car" and are included 
as default values in ERGO. Of course, any value can be 
entered to override the defaults. Separate dimen ions were 
determined for uch vehicle groups as large car , small van , 
large vans [recreational vehicles (RVs)] and large truck with 
maximum eye-head la mp displacements , dubbed " MAX 
trucks." 

OBSERVATION ANGLE: LABORATORY AND 
ROAD DEFINITIONS 

An accurate widerstanding of the observation angle i critical 
both to understanding the effects of the djfferent inputs on 
the geometry and to using the output data correctly. For 
laboratory test purposes ob ervation angle can b defined as 
.follow : 

The angle that is formed at the re!ccence center on the test sample 
be1wccn a line to the light source (the illumination axis) and a 
Jiue to the receiver (observation axis) (see Figure la). 

It is useful to observe that its measure is a function of the 
displacement distance from the light source to the receptor 
(mea ured perpendicular to the illumination axi ) and the 
distance mea ured along the illumination axis. This is as de
fined (in lightly different terminology) in ASTM E 08-91. 

In the actual road ituation where the driver of an ap
proaching vehicle observes a road ign ilJuminated by the car 's 
headlamps, determining the observation angle at which the 
sign is seen i a bit more complicated . In the literature even 
as recently as the report · by Black et al. (2) and by McGee 
and Mace (3) , the ohservati n angle for the driver has con
sistently been presented as if it were imply the vertical dis
placement of the eye above the level of the headlamps. How
ever, this is not correct. 

Note that in Figure 2a (which diagrams tbe eye-headlamp 
relationships for the standard car), the vertical distance down 
from the eye i a dimension from the eye to nothing. 

In truth the observation angle whether it is measured in 
the laboratory or on the road i the angle intercepted (at the 
particular road or test distanc ) by the straight-line displace
ment of the receptor (or eye) from the ligl1L source illumi· 
;;;,:i;;g :h;: ' f:ca .. i:u1 :.amµic ur sign . In me f ad 1luation , the 
receptor is the human eye; the two eyes are sufficiently close 
together that they can be considered one point at the cen
terline of the driver. he light ource is a headlamp. 

Unfortunately for the cause f simplicity (a.) there are two 
he.'ldlamps, that i , two eparate light sources i!Juminating 
signs· (b) the headlamp are unequally dj placed on either 
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a. 

b. c. 

FIGURE 1 Observation angle: (a) laboratory test setup per 
spec.ilic.ations; (b) road to left headlamp; (c) road to right 
headlamp. 

a. 

b. 

•Not an ERGO Input value but shown tor the 'standard Car.· 

( l meter= 3.28 n. ) 

FIGURE 2 Vehicle dimensions in ERGO 
(primarily aifecl'ing observation angle): 
(a) standard car dimensions; (b) setback 
dimension and eJl'ect on observation angle. 
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side of the driver; and (c) the headlamps are at a substantial 
separation. This means that in order to be accurate and math
ematically specific, Lwo different ob. ervation angles are in 
effect for each road sign situation. One is tbe angle intercepLed 
by the displacement to the left (driver's side) headlamp and 
the other is the angle intercepted by the displacement to the 
right headlamp. [The necessity of computing the angles to 
each headlamp separately has also been recognized by John
son (4).] 

Figure lb (to left headlamp) and Figure le (to righl bead
lamp) illu trate how these two observation angles are formed 
between the respective headlamp, the eye, and the sign. Note 
the correspondence of the elements to the laboratory setup 
(Figure la). 

Another factor, which appears to have often been over
looked, can also substantially complicate observation angle 
calculations under certain conditions. It is automatically in
cluded in ERGO's complete computation. This involves the 
setback distance. In all vehicles the eye is set back behind the 
headlamps by a substantial distance; the standard car setback 
averages 2.06 m (6.75 ft). For a driver viewing signs at very 
small offsets (off the road) and at sub tantial distance, the 
setback occurs more or less parallel to the observation axis 
and thus does not enter into the determination of the obser
vation angle. 

However, as a vehicle approaches close to a sign that is 
substantially offset to one side or the other, or as it turns 
away from the sign even slightly as on a curved approach, 
the setback becomes an increa ingly significant component of 
the eye-headlamp displacement that produces significantly 
larger observation angles. The rate of increase accelerates at 
very close distance , producing extremely large observa
tion angles, ometimes even completely out of lhe effective 
range of retroreflecced light. The principle is illustrated in 
Figure 2b. 

APPLYING ERGO DATA AND DATA SUMMARY 
GRAPHS 

Analysis of data from ERGO can yield substantial informa
tion on how retroreflective signs are actually seen. It can be 
used to determine which observation and entrance angles should 
be specified for any particular application. A a part of tudies 
of the parameters of effeclivenes of sign - legibiliLy dis
tance, detection di tance, and o on- it can be useful in 
indicating where effecl.ive retroreflectivity is required , namely , 
at the ob ervation angle that corresponds to some determined 
distance having an important function . 

The few graphs summarizing ERGO-derived data shown 
here illustrate how some useful principles can be deduced. 
Following are a few guidelines for interpreting the ERGO 
data presented here. 

First , pl ts of angular data can apply to many different size 
and type of igns if the signs are mounted at off et and 
heights .imilar to those shown . However the point at which 
a particular sign is usefully ecn or detected may not start or 
end at the endpoints of the plot shown on a given graph. The 
beginning and end of !he u eful viewing time for a sign must 
be independently determined and lhen the angles correspond
ing to those distances should be noted. 
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In using ERGO to evaluate the performance of a given 
material for a particular type of sign, c rtain criteria should 
be separately evaluated: (a) the distance at which a particular 
sign needs to be detected, (b) the distance al which it should 
be read (c) the span of distance during which ii continue to 
be usefully read (and thu also the reading " time" ased on 
a given approach speed) and (d) the distance between the 
approaching driver and the sign when the driver can no longer 
be expected to read the sign or no longer need the infor
mation. Then, using ERGO , the observation and entrance 
angle correlates should be noted for those various determined 
distances. 

In the opinion of this author, a determination should also 
be made in using the above series of data points, alrhough its 
evaluation is not strictly a pan of geometry-limited E RGO. 
It applies to reflectivity values (and luminance data, if avail
able) at the "far ' and " near limit ·, especially in th election 
between materials of different characteristics. This determi
nation is whether the sign luminance at the far distance limit 
is less than, more than, or equally as important as that at the 

near distance limit (at which the sign viewing is actually ter
minated). Note that the near distance limit is reached after 
the sign has been observed and read during the entire span 
of time after the initial reading until reaching the near limit. 

ERGO DATA OUTPUTS 

The ERGO program output provides values for all the defined 
angles of retroreflectivity that the input values determine. An 
example of the actual output for a single road sign situation 
as reported by ERGO is shown below: 

Alpha (o.) 
Beta (~) 
Gamma("/) 
Epsilon (E) 
Omega (w) 
Beta 1 
Beta 2 
Beta V 
Beta H 

Left Headlight 

0.33 
2.97 

39.29 
29.98 
69.24 

2.30 
1.88 
1.05 
2.78 

Right Headlight 

0.52 
2.42 

121.09 
-56.89 

64.23 
-1.25 

2.07 
1.05 
2.18 

Jn thjs example, the inputs defined a point on a sign that is 
offset 2.5 m (8.2 ft) from 1he edge of the road at a height of 
2.5 m (8.2 ft) viewed from the standard car at a road distance 
of 100 111 (328 ft). Output value of ERGO are giv n for the 
geometric parameter , which are defined for the laboratory 
test setup by ASTM E808-9 l . Two other param ters have 
been created for the road situation only. The geome1ric pa
rameter output by ERGO are as follows: 

Alpha: Observation an~le 
Beta: Entrance angle 
Gamma: Presentation angle 
Epsilon: Rotation angle (ASTM E808-91) 
Omega: Orientation angle (ASTM E808-91) 
Beta 1: Entrance angle component as defined 
Beta 2: Entrance angle component as defined 
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Apply to ROAD environment ONLY: (not ASTM, not prior 
ClE) 

Beta V: Entrance angle vertical component 
Beta H: Entrance angle horizontal component 

The analyses in this paper are principally concerned with 
the observation and entrance angle values, but other values 
can be imp rtant to laboratory test or specifications intended 
to correlate with actual road perf rmance, or t b th . 

The ERGO data pre ented in the alance of thi paper 
consist of the observation and entrance angle output for par
ticular sign ver a range of approach di ranee . The data 
pre ent the range of these angles that actually occurs for given 
sjgn as seen by drivers of approaching vehicles. The data are 
presented in graph that plot observation angle (on the vertical 
scale) against road distance (on the horizonlal cale). Since 
r ad distance is linear it is very important to note tbat the 
plot i al o one of time, given a peci fic vehicle approach 
p ··d. ince the driver's information and deci:;iu11 · are pri

marily defined by time, th.i type of graph be L repre. ent. the 
rate of change in ob ervation angle as the observing vehicle 
approach~ the ' ign. Shown below the graphed data is the 
time in seconds before the vehicle pa ses the sign at various 
di tances and for speed of 50 kph (30.l mph) , 75 kph (46.6 
mph) , and 100 kph (62.l mph). 

Of cour e, there is an entrance angle correlate for every 
observation angle in the data. In the lower right-hand corner 
of most of the graph is a eparate plot of entranc · angle 
against the common horizontal road di tance scale. The scale 
for increments of entrance angle i the h rt vertical scale 
along the lower right side of Che graph. T avoid confusion 
with the observation angle plots, the entranc angle output 
is only pl tted when it exceed 5 degree . Thi i ac eptable 
bccau e any entrance angle of 5 degrees or Jes i con. idered 
equivalent to zero degrees. In fact ·hcering is actually tested 
at 4 or 5 degree to avoid front surface refl ection . The en
trance angle plot are short becau -e entrance angle does not 
exceed 5 degrees until the approaching vehicle i very close 
to the ign. 

An alternative type of graph would plot ob ·ervation angle 
against entrance angle. Thus, that plot is the compilation of 
specific sets of correlates of b ervation and entrance angles. 
The correlate of any specification can al ·o be shown as spe
cific points . Thi type of graph provide the best compari son 
of pecification test points with the acrual geometry , especially 
for unusual or extreme situations. 

Roacl distance can be marked on the actual plot on this 
econd type of graph but it i very nonlinear with increments 

of di ranee very compressed for the longest distances and then 
increa ing to longer and longer ~pan as the vehicle ap
proaches the sign. 

Ji'D£'!£\Tlt.A.-P.t. £'!.TII&~.--." 
.............. "'-' ~CJL.a..C"ll. '\.J•,nJ.J.1~ 

everal graph summarizing ERGO-produced data are hown. 
The examples w re selected to demonstrate a variety of cir
cumstances in which the data from this program can be useful . 
Analysis of the summarized and plotted data for particLtlar 
signs can reveal important relationships between the angular 
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variables (primarily observation angle) and other variables 
(primarily road distance). 

STOP Signs and All Near-Roadside Signs 

STOP sign have very spccWcally defined locations, one com
ponent of which is very small off ets from the road edge. ln 
Figure 3 the solid-line plots repre.sent a minimal urban off et 
of 0.6 m (2 ft). The dashed-line plots represent a large rural 
offset of 3.65 m (12 ft). The majority of right-edge roadsi.de 
signs are located within this range. 

The plots, vi rtually identica l for either offset, demonstrate 
that this difference in offsets has essentially no effect on the 
ob ervation angle value. The data also show that the mean 
ent rance angle is only 13 degrees, even for the larger offse t 
when the approach di tance i only 25 m (82 ft) and the mean 
observation angle is 2.2 degrees. 

Zwahlen (5) has shown that drivers approaching a STOP 
sign looked away from their final viewing (" la t look") of the 
STOP sign at a mean distance of 47.6 m (156 ft) for the w rsl 
condition studied and this was after they had viewed the sign 
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FIGURE 3 Observation angle versus road distance for STOP 
signs and alJ near-roadside signs, regulatory and other. 
Entrance angle shown where S degrees or more (to lower right 
vertical scale). 
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for 148 m (484 ft); pre umably they no longer needed the 
information. Thus the effective di lances for STOP signs in
volve observation angles of 1 to 0.5 degrees and entrance 
angles of 10 degrees or less. 

Overhead Sign 

Figure 4 is the plot for an overhead sign centered over the 
driver's lane at a height of 7 m (23 ft). Overhead signs are 
mounted at a very limited range of locations relative to the 
driving lane , which requires them to be considered a signif
icant and separate category. They are always designed to be 
read at significant distances, and their fixed position above 
observing vehicles and perpendicular to the vehicles ' direction 
determines that the observation and entrance angles differ 
very little from site to site . Assuming initial detection in the 
range of 200 to 300 m (656 to 984 ft) for a very significant 
span of time after initial detection and viewing, the obser
vation angle in effect for the approaching driver is very small; 
the entrance angle is negligible. More than any other type, 
this sign functions during its useful viewing distance at very 
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FIGURE 4 Observation angle ver us road distance for 
overhead guide igns. Entrance angle shown where S degrees 
or more (to lower right vertical scale). 
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sma ll observation and entrance angl s. I\ · clo e as 30 m (98 
ft), where the observation angles are about 1.5 degrees and 
the driver has probably terminated viewing of the sign the 
entrance angle is s till nly 13 degrees. 

Large-Offset Signs 

Figure 5 hows the observation and entrance angle correlate. 
both LO the eot I' fa Very wide igll r .5 m (18 ft)) and at 
a very large offset from the r ad edge [9.J m (30 ft)] . Thus 
tbe entrance angle computations are to a point off el l4.6 m 
(48 ft) from the road edge at ah ight of 3.34 111 (U fl) . Note 
that for sign at such a large off. el , the observation angle 
curves f .r left and right headlamps cross over as the line of 
sight passes over the right headlamp when the vehicle is close 
to the sign. 

Comparison of Vehicles with Different Eye-Headlamp 
Displacements 

Figure 6 is a comparison of the differing ob e ati n angles 
at which dri er of certain types of vehicles with different eye
headlamp di placements view typical r ad sign at successive 
approach distances. The vehicles represented are as follows: 
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FIGURE 5 Observation angle versus road distance for signs at 
large offset from highway. Entrance angle shown where 5 
degrees or more (to lower right vertical scale). 
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1. "Standard car" represents the mean dimensions of the 
compact, mid- ·izc, and medium cars. The majority of cars fit 
well into this category. 

2. "Large car" represents the mean dimensions of cars such 
as the Li ncoln Town Car, the CheVI' lel Caprice (mid-1980s 
style), and similar cars. Cars in this ciuegory are rapidly dis
appearing. 

3. Large vans (RVs). 
4. "MAX truck" represents the approximate dimensions of 

the largest truck-tra ·tors with a maximum eye height of about 
2 m (6.6 ft) above the headlamps. 

Actually, of course, there is a continous range of trucks having 
various eye-headlamp displacements so as to create a ontin
uum of plots of observation angle from that shown for large 
vans to that shown for the MAX truck. 

[Note: To avoid having to present excessive data on one 
graph only the obs rvation angle data for the left headlamp 
are shown . T he ign po ition used for the ~RGO computa· 
tions is offset from the road edge by 6.0'' m (20 ft) anti at a 
height of 2. l3 m (7 ft . Changes in vehicle parnmet rs have 
no effect on the entrance angle; therefore no entrance angle 
data are shown.] 
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RETROREFLECTIVE SIGNS: EFFECTIVE 
PERFORMANCE PRINCIPLES 

S me significant principles relating to the effective perfor
mance of retroreflective sheeting on road sign can be n ted 
in or deduced from ERGO data. The data developed in ERGO 
can also be a valuable addition to other experimental data 
and observations in correlating particular charateristics of re
flective sheeting performance with the effectiveness of road 
igns at night. The four ERGO graphs relating to the ge

ometry of igns (Figures 3-f>) apply to and demonstrate tbe 
poin t discussed below. The graphed data are from E RGO 
calculations. 

The most important determinant in the performance of 
retroreflective sheeting materials for any given application is 
the direct (although nonlinear) relationship of observation 
angle and road distance: 

1. A specific observation angle value equals a specific road 
distance (for a given vehicle). 

2. Observation angle increases as road distance decreases . 

As shown on the three plots of ERGO data for different signs 
(F igures 3-5), the observation angle is very small (about 0.1 
degree) when the road di tance is as long as 280 m (919 ft) 
or more. As the vehicle approaches the sign from a great 
distance, the observation angle changes very slowly. De
pending on the vehicle spe d and the size of the sign the 
approaching driver may see the ign for 10 ·ec at 0.1-degree 
obse1vation angle . The ob ervation angle begins to change 
more quickly as the driver passes 0.2 degree at 156 m (512 
ft) to the ign. lf the rate f travel is 75 kph only 3 sec wilt 
elapse befor the driver reaches 69 m to the sign and a 0.5-
degree b. ervation angle. Now the angle i. changing rapidly: 
in only 1.5 sec the driver is at a LO-degree observation angle 
and in 0.8 sec at a 2.0-degree observation angle . ERGO com
putations show that at 2.0 degrees nominal, the driver passes 
through 1.3 degrees of observation angle in 0.5 sec (1.5 to 
2.8 degrees). 

Table 1 gives carefully computed road distance values cor
responding (exactly, for the left headlamp) to the specific 
observation angle test points of various specifications. Also 
shown is the time before passing the sign and the time before 
the next given test point. The data are computed for geometry 

TABLE 1 Observation Angle Nominal Points (Exact for Left 
Headlamp) Versus Road Distance and Travel Time at 75 kph 

Distance and Time 
to the Next Obser-

Time vation Angle 
Observation Angle Distance Before 
Specification Po in ts from Passing• Distance Time• 
(degrees) Sign (m) (sec) (m) (sec) 

0.1 306 14.6 148 7.1 
0.2 156 7.5 57 2.7 
0.333 99 5 30 1.4 
0.5 69 3.3 30 1.5 
1.0 38.7 1.8 10.5 0.5 
1.5 28.2 1.3 5.5 0.3 
2.0 22.6 1.1 

0 At 75 kph. 
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to a point on a sign offset at 2.5 m (8.2 ft) and at a height of 
2.5 m (8.2 ft) viewed from the ·tandard car. 

The purpose of the summary in Table 1 is to provide an 
easy reference for the ign di tances that correspond to par
ticu lar ob ervarion ang.le te-st points. T he left headlamp i u ed 
because it is generally the primary source, the observation 
angle for the right headlamp being generally larger. Table 1 
is applicable to virtually all ·ign di placements (both offset 
and height). 

All the plots of observation angle versus road distance (Fig
ures 3-6) display this reality: observation angle is a direct 
function of road distance. Since the displacement distance 
from a headlamp to the eye is relatively fixed until approach 
distances quite close to the sign are encountered, the rela
tionship is direct and occurs within a very narrow range for 
all cars and even for ·mall trucks. In other word , a . pecific 
observation angle defines a specific distance to a sign. It fol
lows that studies attempting to accurately correlate distance 
with some measure of actual sign performance (detection, 
legibility, etc.) for any or for several retroreflective materials 
and to draw conclusions from their data must recognize this 
relationship: different road distances involve different obser
vation angles . For example, an R-value at 0.2 degree cannot 
correlate with performance at 60 m (197 ft), since at that 
distance the observation angle is about 0.6 degree. Review 
of test data (6) for different materials reveals that the rela
tionship between materials at 0.2 degree is substantially dif
ferent from the relationship between them at 0.6 degree. The 

bjective of arriving at valid conclusions fr m the studies 
requires taking into account the actual observation angles that 
occur on the road as revealed by ERGO. The effective ap
plication of this method would require having refJectivit y (R11 ) 

data at all observation angle. , that is, an observation angle 
curve (0.1 to 2.0 clegrees at least) . 

Therefore, it would also follow that different retroreflective 
materials cannot be accurately characterized or referenced by 
a single RA-value, as if the reflected light was an amorphous, 
uniform blob centered around the light source. This implies that 
the ratios between these single-number values hold for all road 
distances. However, test data studied (Stimsonite photometric 
laboratory data, 1992, unpublished) demonstrate that Material 
A can be substantially lower than Material B in its 0.2-degree 
observation angle laboratory values but nevertheles produces 
higher sign luminance than Material B at certain distances (7). 
Nevertheless, the use of single values is quite common in char
acterizing the relative retroreflectivity of materials . 

Reflectivity values at the very small observation angles cor
re pond to the longer distances and thus determine initial 
detection and ove rall reading time for most igns. Equal sign 
luminance is not equally important at all road viewing dis
tances. In order to provide adequate reading time and so 
forth, which includes all the considerations that are used to 
select the size of a sign and its legend for daytime viewing , 
the distance at which initial detection and subsequent "pri
mary" reading of a sign occur is the most important distance 
to see a sign , day or night . This distance involves correlates 
of very small observation and entrance angles . Subsequent 
continued reading as the driver approaches close to the sign 
at large observation angles must be, in the author's opinion, 
far less "necessary." Note the distances given by Zwahlen at 
which drivers no longer looked at the signs. 
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In addition to the common angles (observation and en
trance angles), which have been emphasized in the data de
rived from ERGO and presented in this paper, ERGO data 
can also demonstrate what change do or lo not actually occur 
for the other angles of retroreflecrive geometry tit diffe rent 
distances for a variety of sig11 location .. These other angular 
paramete r also have an effect on the effective R"-value and 
on actual road performance. ERGO data collected for this 
study for igns at various locatio ns show that if a given material 
that is rotationally nonuniC rm is mounted with a uniform 
predetermjned material rientation for all ' ign · il will imply 
resu lt in maximum performance of the material at some ign 
locati n and minimal performance at others . True orienta
tion values range from -90 degrees to + 90 degrees for actual 
signs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The ERGO program data developed by users in support of 
their study requirements can contribute to the knowledge of 
the characteristics of effective performance of retroreflective 
sheeting on road signs . Since the values are absolute, they 
can contribute to valid conclusions from data relating study 
variables and retroreflectivity. Thus, soundly based and ac
curate data can replace blanket applications of simplistic be
liefs about what geometries fully characterize the effective 
performance of retroreflective sheeting for road signs. 

ERGO can be applied by users to any road viewing situation 
and any viewing distance. Successive increments of selected 
variables can be entered, the output geometry determined, 
and the resultant change in the correlates of observation and 
entrance angle can be evaluated . To that data, R-values re
sulting from laboratory tests at exactly the sign correlates 
given by ERGO can be added for a more accurate comparison 
of different retroreflective materials. 

It is hoped that ERGO will be useful to those studying the 
application of retroreflective materials and that it will con
tribute to the accurate use of retroreflectivity data with other 
visibility parameters to promote the development of accurate 
and valid conclusions. 

The ERGO program, including the complete mathematical 
basis, will be made available to all interested parties studying 
retroreflectivity . Requests should be sent to the author. 
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